
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF SHELBY COUNTY, ALABAMA 
 

EDDIE CARTER, NEXT FRIEND OF  ) 
ETHAN KELLY,     ) 
       ) 
 Plaintiffs,     ) 
       ) 
vs.       ) CASE NO.: 
       ) 
RICHARD KELLY;     ) 
CYNTHIA KELLY,     ) 
       ) 
 Defendants.     ) 
 

COMPLAINT 
 

 COME NOW the Plaintiffs and file this complaint and state as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff Eddie Carter is the brother and next friend of Ethan Kelly and is 

over the age of nineteen (19) years, and is a citizen of Arizona. 

2. Plaintiff Ethan Kelly (“Ethan”) is under the age of nineteen (19) and is a 

citizen of Alabama. 

3. Defendant Richard Kelly is over the age of nineteen (19) years and is a 

citizen of Alabama. 

4. Defendant Cynthia Kelly is over the age of nineteen (19) years and is a 

citizen of Alabama. 

MATERIAL ALLEGATION OF FACTS 

5. The Plaintiff Ethan Kelly had been adopted by the Defendants. 

6. Sometime after the Defendants adopted Ethan, he was forced by the 

Defendants to live in “forced isolation” and spent an average of 23 days in a concrete 

basement with little more than box-springs, a strip of fly paper and an Algebra textbook. 
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7. During the weekend of November 12, 2017, Ethan was taken to Children’s 

Hospital in Birmingham.  Upon arrival at the hospital he weighed 47 pounds at the age of 

14 years.  He was severely and chronically malnourished, dehydrated, suffering from 

acute respiratory distress, shock, hypothermia, hypothyroid, and was close to death.  He 

had pressure sores on his legs.  His body temperature at the time was 86 degrees.  His 

clothes were kept in a plastic, three-drawer unit which contained a few shirts, pants and 

diapers. 

8. The door to the basement where Ethan was forced to live was locked and 

Ethan was led to believe by the Defendants that there was an active surveillance camera 

that was monitoring the activities of Ethan. 

9. Ethan was fed only once a day and fed food other than what the Defendants 

and other family member’s ate. 

10. The forced isolation of Ethan and outrageous treatment by the Defendants 

lasted approximately two years and only ended when he was brought to Children’s 

Hospital in November of 2017. 

11. The Defendants have been arrested for aggravated child abuse and have 

pled guilty in Shelby County Circuit Court to the charge of child abuse and are to be 

sentenced in February 2020. 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

TORT OF OUTRAGE 

12. The conduct of Richard Kelly and Cynthia Kelly was intentional or reckless; 

was extreme and outrageous; was unacceptable in a civilized society; was the cause of 

Ethan’s emotional distress and physical injury; and resulted in emotional distress so 
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severe that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it.  For these reasons, 

this is an action under Alabama law for the tort of outrage, and for the tort of the intentional 

infliction of emotional distress. 

DAMAGES 

13. On the basis of the foregoing, Plaintiffs request that the trier of fact selected 

to hear this case render a verdict for the Plaintiffs and against Defendants, separately 

and severally; that it assess fair and reasonable compensatory damages, as is required 

by law; and that it assess punitive damages in the amount of Five Million Dollars 

($5,000,000.00), or in any amount, higher or lower, which the trier of fact deems fit under 

the law of the state of Alabama, plus the costs of court. 

  

 
       /s/ Roger C. Appell_________________ 
       Roger C. Appell (APP002) 
       Attorney for Plaintiffs 
       301-19th Street North 
       Birmingham, AL 35203 
       (205) 252-9462 

 
DEFENDANTS TO BE SERVED BY SPECIAL PROCESS SERVER: 

 
Richard Kelly 
3026 Spruce Drive 
Helena, Alabama 35080 
 
Cynthia Kelly 
3026 Spruce Drive 
Helena, Alabama 35080 
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